IMPORTANT INFORMATION ABOUT NEW CPE STANDARDS

Recently, you may have heard from the Kansas Society of CPAs and/or others that the AICPA and NASBA had approved revisions to the CPE Standards that includes the addition of new learning methods. Although NASBA and the AICPA have adopted the revisions to the Standards, it is important to note that the individual Boards of Accountancy must adopt them in order to be accepted in each jurisdiction. CPAs should note that not all states accept all delivery methods allowed by the Standards. Before claiming credit, CPAs should check to make certain that the new delivery methods are allowed for CPE credit in their states.

Kansas requires all CPE courses to be at least 50 minutes of participation to equal 1 CPE credit, and after the first hour of credit has been earned, one-half credit for each twenty-five minutes of participation.

If you have any questions, please contact the Board office. Thank you.